
Zip Water 
Commercial range It’s water. Refreshed.



It’s water, refreshed.
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Installed across Britain’s commercial spaces – whether small 

establishments or large organisations – Zip’s reputation in the water 

appliance market is second to none.

From the HydroTap’s filtered boiling, chilled and sparkling water 

hydrating staff in the Gherkin, to the InLine delivering instantaneous 

heated water in the Northern General Hospital, Zip’s comprehensive 

range of water delivery products have been both enjoyed and utilised 

across a wide range of markets since 1947.

Recognised for our innovation worldwide, over those 50 years  

we’ve been dedicated to advancing and perfecting our technology, 

and today are proud to bring you a product range that’s not only  

of the highest quality, but is safe, energy-efficient, easy to use  

and highly functional.

That dedication also extends over to our service. Committed to 

offering a hassle-free water solution, our nationwide fleet of trained 

service technicians are available to tend to your product – from filter 

replacement to parts and general maintenance – ensuring your Zip 

product reliably delivers the best quality water possible.



Featured product  Zip HydroTap Classic installed with optional font in Bright Chrome finish

Right  Zip HydroTap Classic shown installed over sink

AVAILABLE IN BRIGHT CHROME / BRUSHED CHROME / GLOSS BLACK / MATT BLACK

The Zip Commercial Range

HydroTap

The HydroTap Classic can deliver these water option combinations:
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HydroTap Classic
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The HydroTap Classic All-in-One can deliver these water option combinations:

Featured product  Zip HydroTap All-In-One in Bright Chrome finish  

ALL-IN-ONE CAN BE INSTALLED OVER SINK ONLY  

AVAILABLE IN BRIGHT CHROME / BRUSHED CHROME / GLOSS BLACK / MATT BLACK

Boiling | Chilled | Sparkling

Hot & Cold

Boiling | Chilled

Hot & Cold

Filtered
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Filtered

Unfiltered

Bright chrome Brushed chrome 

Gloss black

Matt black

HydroTap Classic All-in-One

Crystal-clear boiling, chilled and sparkling filtered  
water at the touch of a button.

Whether in the office, workplace or other commercial environment, zip’s range of hydrotaps  

offers a convenient, fast, efficient and safe solution to all your hydration needs.
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SMART.
SUSTAINABLE.
TECHNOLOGY.



G4 HydroTap

Industrial  
Side Touch Tap
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G4 HydroTap

Industrial  
Top Touch Tap

Industrial can be installed over sink or with optional font (ZT007)  

AVAILABLE IN BRIGHT CHROME ONLY

Industrial can be installed over sink or with optional font (ZT008)  

AVAILABLE IN BRIGHT CHROME ONLY
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G4 HydroTap Classic

4-in-1  
with Classic Mixer Tap 

G4 HydroTap Classic

3-in-1  
with Classic Mixer Tap 

G4 HydroTap Classic

4-in-1  
with Classic Mixer Tap 

G4 HydroTap Classic

5-in-1  
with Classic Mixer Tap 
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Featured product  G4 HydroTap Classic with Classic Mixer Tap

5-IN-1, 4-IN-1, 3-IN-1 CAN BE INSTALLED OVER SINK ONLY  

AVAILABLE IN BRIGHT CHROME ONLY
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The Zip Commercial Range

HydroTap SMART.
SUSTAINABLE.
TECHNOLOGY.

1�‘Ambient’�describes�the�temperature�of�the�water�where�there�is�no�additional�heating�or�chilling�to�the�incoming�cold�water�supply.��
You�may�need�to�run�the�tap�for�a�while�to�get�it�to�a�suitable�temperature.



The Zip Hydroboil and Hydroboil Plus  
deliver energy efficiency with every cup

Hydroboil Plus
With all the benefits of the HydroBoil, the HydroBoil Plus also features 

energy-saving Power Pulse TM technology, inactivity and low light sleep 

modes and is equipped with a two-way safety tap and safety lock.

Boiling

Hydroboil
Advanced boiling water technology and electronic temperature control 

delivers boiling water heated to within 0.2ºC of set temperature. Enjoy no 

waiting time with this convenient, reliable and safe wall-mounted instant 

boiling water unit.

Boiling
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The Zip Commercial Range

Hydroboil



Innovative bare wire  
technology

Zip continues to lead the way in hot water  

technology. All InLine products feature bare wire 

technology, bringing all the benefits of control, 

comfort and efficiency.

The most energy efficient hot water 
solution on the market

Compact electronically controlled instantaneous water heaters for hand-washing 

sinks, showers and baths. Zip InLine instantaneous water heaters are the most energy 

efficient means of directly heating water electrically.
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InLine  
CEX
Single or multiple outlets  
for hand-washing sinks

InLine 
ES
Single outlet for  
a hand-washing sink

InLine  
DEX / DBX
Single or multiple outlets  
for handwashing sinks,  
showers and baths

Hot Water

Hot Water

Hot Water
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InLine



With a solid reputation established among both small and large 

organisations over the past 50 years, it’s clear to see that as 

committed as we are to developing outstanding products, we’re  

as equally committed to delivering outstanding service levels.

Our dedicated team is on-hand to answer any queries, and should 

a call-out be required, we’ll work with you to find a convenient time 

for a member of our team to visit.

We have a fully trained fleet of 68 Zip-employed engineers situated 

across the UK; and with at least one based in every county in 

England, help is never too far away.

The Zip Commercial Range

Service & aftercare

Your warranty
Our standard warranty cover is 12 months.

G4 HydroTaps are covered by a 2-year on site parts and labour with the 

boiling chamber covered for an additional 3 years.  

We also offer a 2-year full parts and labour warranty on our Hydroboil and 

Hydroboil Plus.  

Manufacturing standards
With full WRAS approval, RoHS compliance and CE endorsement across all 

of the products featured, Zip’s manufacturing standards rank among the 

highest within the instant boiling water industry worldwide. Ensuring our 

products are safe, energy efficient and 

easy to use, we set the bar high.
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Hard to very hard water

Medium hard water

Soft water
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High performance scale filtration system
The Zip Professional scale filtration system has been specially developed 

for businesses and organisations operating HydroTaps in hard water areas. 

Highly recommended when the hardness level is above 180ppm, the triple 

action filtration system prevents limescale build up, increases the lifespan 

and improves the performance of your Zip product.

Benefits include:

•  Buffered Ion exchange resin to reduce water hardness  

by keeping pH reduction to a minimum

•  Carbon block to improve bad taste and odour

•  High efficiency filtration to remove particulate matter



The Zip Commercial Range

HydroCare®
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  Over  

80
Visit zipcommercial.co.uk call 0345 6 005 005 or email  

customerservice@zipindustries.co.uk for further information.

For that ultimate peace of mind, Zip’s all-encompassing 

HydroCare package eliminates the stress that maintenance 

typically carries. 

With everything your establishment needs to enjoy hassle-free, 

pure-tasting water, HydroCare ensures your HydroTap not only 

remains in perfect condition,  

but operates at peak performance – and all for just a little more  

that you would pay to change the filter yourself.

Zip HydroCare:
•  Gold, Silver and Bronze packages available

•  Full breakdown cover, including parts and labour

•  An annual inspection by one of our fully qualified Zip engineers, followed by 

any necessary adjustments if required

•  Sanitation of cold drinking water units in accordance with  

EU recommendations

•  Filter replacement every 6 or tailored to suit your business needs

•  Our Gold package includes fully managed scale solutions, bespoke to 

business requirements and location

Directly employed  
engineers in the UK



0345 6 005 005

zipcommercial.co.uk


